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Samus Aran is one of video gaming’s first female protagonists. She hails from Nintendo’s

action-adventure Metroid series, which now has over a dozen titles to its name. In its earliest

installment in 1986 up to its latest in 2017, its gameplay has largely consisted of four main

elements: limited exploration, character progression, combat, and platforming. An intergalactic

bounty hunter who throughout the series protects the galaxy from space pirates seeking to

harness the power of alien organisms dubbed “Metroids,” Samus is a certified badass.1

Throughout her long history, however, she has been subject to many of the problems that plague

another popular character type in video gaming: the damsel in distress. These problems boil

down to treating female characters in video games as little more than prizes to be won by the

player. I have chosen to write about Samus of all characters due to her extensive history,

visibility, and how banal and seemingly insignificant the issues with her representation over the

years may seem at first glance.

The two games in the Metroid series that exemplify the problems that hound both Samus

and the damsel in distress the best are the original Metroid (1986) and Metroid: Other M (2010).

The former presents Samus’ overtly feminine body as a reward to the player, while the latter

relegates Samus to a passive role within her own story and stripps her of her autonomy.

Originally, Samus wasn’t going to be a woman. In an interview commemorating the 2016

release of the NES Classic Edition system, Director Yoshio Sakamoto revealed the Metroid

developers decided to make the person under the massive space suit a woman in the final stage

of development. At the time they were discussing having different endings depending on how

long it took players to clear the game, and Sakamoto says they wanted to “prepare a reward for

1 “Metroid (Series),” Wikitroid, https://metroid.fandom.com/wiki/Metroid_(series).
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people who cleared it more quickly.” One of the developers reportedly exclaimed  “it would be a

shocker if Samus turned out to be a woman!”2 And so, Samus the female protagonist was born.

Samus’ gender remains unspecified until the player completes the game. The original

Metroid game has five different end screens which are awarded based on player performance. In

the first and second worst endings, acquired when the game is completed in 10 or more hours

and five or more hours, respectively, Samus’s suit stays on. As she either turns her back on the

player or raises up a single fist in recognition, the player continues to hold on to their likely

assumption that the person under the suit is the standard male action protagonist.3 In the middle

ending, awarded when the game is finished in three to five hours, Samus’ helmet disappears and

an androgenous face with long brown hair is finally revealed. A player caught up in the

assumption that the character they had been controlling was a man might, upon encountering

this, have simply thought oh, he has long hair. It is in Metroid’s first- and second-best endings

that things become particularly interesting. If the player completes the game in under three hours,

Samus’ suit disappears and she instead dons a long-sleeved leotard and boot ensemble as she

waves excitedly at the player, and if the player completes the game in under one hour, the leotard

is replaced by a bikini.4,5 The developers reward improved performance by having Samus

acknowledge the player more and show more skin. Subsequent games use the same reward

system.6

6 “List of Metroid Endings,” Wikitroid,
https://metroid.fandom.com/wiki/List_of_Metroid_endings#Metroid.

5 Terminian Hero, “Metroid - All Endings,” YouTube video, 4:46, September 20, 2016.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OZzjTBmwO9A&t=148s.

4 Refer to Figure 1

3 The view in patriarchal societal structures of the white male as “default” tends to carry over into
video games, as well.
Rowan Lucas, “Out of the Margins: Evolving Narrative Representation of Women in Video
Games,” MA diss. (Virginia Commonwealth University, 2019), 44 and 45.

2 Akinori Sao, “NES Classic Edition Developer Interview Metroid,” Nintendo,
https://www.nintendo.com/nes-classic/metroid-developer-interview/.
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Though one could point to the surprise aspect of Samus’ gender reveal as the player

“reward” that Sakamoto refers to in his interview on the NES system, the sexual nature of the

reveal along with its perpetuation in later games in the series lend it a new meaning. This

meaning becomes especially apparent if one compares it to the damsel in distress narrative.

The basic damsel in distress narrative typically revolves around three characters: the

(male) hero, the villain, and the (female) damsel. A classic example comes from another

successful Nintendo franchise which launched just a few months before Metroid-- Legend of

Zelda (1986). In Legend of Zelda, Link - the hero - must rescue Princess Zelda from the clutches

of the evil Ganon.7 Jared Capener Hansen in “Why Can't Zelda Save Herself? How the Damsel

in Distress Trope Affects Video Game Players” points out how video games like the Legend of

Zelda use the endangerment of the damsel as the hero’s call to adventure. He also found that

when Legend of Zelda games are not concentrated around saving a damsel, they instead focus on

a magical item that needs to be obtained (for most likely world-saving purposes). This, Hansen

argues, “equates the fate of Zelda with the pursuit of magical items.”8 Just as the acquisition of

those magical items serves as a reward for the player upon completing the game, so too does the

retrieval of the damsel. The damsel is thus reduced to her functions as the hero’s narrative

impetus and later reward.9 Her purpose in the story is easily replaceable by a desirable magical

object as both are framed as subjects of desire. She is therefore not a character that players can

empathize with.

An important aspect of the “woman as a prize” tenet of the damsel in distress narrative is

the hypersexualization of female video game characters. The appeal of the prize is increased in

9 A MacGuffin.

8 Jared Capener Hansen, "Why Can't Zelda Save Herself? How the Damsel in Distress Trope
Affects Video Game Players," MA diss., (Brigham Young University, 2018), 8.

7 “The Legend of Zelda,” Zelda Wiki, https://zelda.fandom.com/wiki/The_Legend_of_Zelda.
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this way. Princess Zelda seems to exist outside this, for the most part, because Zelda games - at

least the earlier ones - target younger audiences. The same holds true for another one of

Nintendo’s games that heavily utilizes a similar story structure, Super Mario Bros. In Teen and

Mature rated games, however, many damsel characters are pictured with “sexualized features and

clothing.”10

The presentation of the female video game character as a prize to be won by the

heterosexual male player can seem more obvious when examining the damsel in distress trope,

when the rescue/acquisition of the damsel may be framed the same narratively as the acquisition

of some important magical item, but it certainly exists outside it. Much like the damsel, the

overtly feminine and sexualized version of Samus unveiled at the end of Metroid serves as a

reward for the player.

The damsel narrative at its worst treats the damsel not as a character but rather as a plot

device and/or a reward for the player. She screams when she is kidnapped and joyfully thanks the

hero when she is saved; as such, the damsel never acts on her own. She almost certainly cannot

save herself. Hansen writes that within this structure “males are empowered while women are

frequently denied the power to save themselves.”11 While 1986’s Samus and most of her

successors exist blessedly free of this aspect of the damsel narrative, it made its way into the

series 24 years after the release of the original game in Metroid: Other M.

Metroid: Other M is the latest Metroid game that attempts to expand the Metroid

universe. I chose to include it in this paper for this reason and because of its new “authorization”

feature. In previous Metroid games, players gain new abilities by collecting “power-ups” or

11 Hansen, “Why Can’t Zelda,” 10.

10 Rowan Lucas, “Out of the Margins: Evolving Narrative Representation of Women in Video
Games,” MA diss. (Virginia Commonwealth University, 2019), 55.
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“upgrades” found throughout the game.12 Some of these abilities are superfluous, but others are

required to progress. At the start of each game Samus is typically missing most of her power ups

(story-based reasons for this vary from game to game). This is not the case in Other M, as Samus

starts the game with all of her power ups. Narratively, this is justifiable-- by this point in the

Metroid canon she has already saved the galaxy several times over. The “authorization” system

was brought in in order to follow the same power-up unlocking system as the previous games. At

the beginning of Other M Samus goes to investigate a distress signal she receives from a derelict

space station. There, she encounters a platoon of Galactic Federation soldiers. Leading the group

is her former commanding officer, Adam Malkovich. He allows her to cooperate in their

investigative mission of the station on the condition that she obey his orders and refrain from

using certain powers until he authorizes them.13 This system is mechanically similar to previous

games in that she “unlocks” different powers over time, but it has a completely different

narrative connotation.

One of the reasons Adam provides for his ban on certain power-ups is that she may cause

damage to the space station the game takes place in.14 This justifies why it would not be a good

idea for Samus to use her mega bombs, but even beyond the fact that Samus more than likely has

far more knowledge of her suit’s features than Adam and thus should surely be able to make

judgements like that herself, there are non-offensive features of her suit that do not fit within that

reasoning but are still made off limits.

Few moments epitomize how much this system does not work within the game’s

narrative context more than when Samus is forced to navigate a volcanic area. While running

14 Nintendo SPD and Team Ninja, Metroid: Other M.
13 Nintendo SPD and Team Ninja, Metroid: Other M, Nintendo, Wii, 2010.

12 Examples of this include more powerful projectiles, grapple and movement options, and so
forth.
“Power-up,” Wikitroid, https://metroid.fandom.com/wiki/Power-up.
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through this area she begins to take massive amounts of heat damage, but because Adam has not

authorized her to use her heat-resistant Varia suit she continues to run through the level without it

and potentially dies if the player does not navigate the level fast enough. After she has run

through and taken significant damage in several of these dangerously hot areas, Adam finally

authorizes its use, just in time for a boss fight against a magma-themed opponent.15 In past

Metroid games, this kind of dangerous situation indicated to the player that they had to turn

around and explore some more. Forcing Samus to travel through a dangerous new environment

in order to acquire the relevant power up is not only frustrating from a player perspective and

illogical from a narrative one, but also runs counter to the structure of previous games.

There are multiple points in the game where the authorization system is taken to extreme

and nonsensical lengths which then lead to Samus either being harmed or moderately to severely

inconvenienced because Adam has not “authorized” her to take certain actions, even when those

actions pose no danger to the ship and any of its inhabitants. It is only after she loses contact with

him later in the game that she begins using her unlocked powers on her own. This system

relegates her to an abnormally submissive, almost passive role in her own story-- at no point in

the game does she truly take action unprompted. Even when her life is in danger she abides by

her former superior officer’s orders. Given her established image as a powerful solo force up

until this point in the series, this deviation stands out as particularly egregious. Though Samus in

Metroid: Other M is mechanically at her strongest, she is narratively made to act at her weakest

and largely stripped of her autonomy. Hence, the damsel in distress archetype once again

becomes relevant to the analysis of Samus Aran’s presentation.

Alone, the damsel in distress archetype is not altogether bad. It can and has been used to

tell interesting stories. An example of the damsel in distress archetype done right can be found in

15 Nintendo SPD and Team Ninja, Metroid: Other M.
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one of Nintendo’s most recent Zelda games: Zelda: Breath of the Wild. The difference between

this game and other Zelda games (or any other games that superficially make use of the damsel

in distress narrative) is that Zelda in this game is a fully fleshed out character— she has interests

and motivations and a mind of her own.16 She has purpose in the story beyond serving as a

narrative catalyst and reward for the hero. It is when the damsel is not presented as a full

character as a result of the trope that it fails, as the trope relies upon the characters it shapes itself

around - the hero, the damsel, and the villain - to work.

Why does this all matter? The main subject of this paper is a video game character. Are

the few pixels that make up Samus’ bikini really worthy of attention and analysis? Undoubtedly.

Nothing should ever be dismissed on account of its supposed “entertainment only” status. Video

games are easily accessible and widely seen, and thus require attention to the messaging that

underlies them. The problems with Samus’ representation are not limited to her, and they

manifest in far more egregious ways in other female video game characters, and in the lives of

real women. My intent is to point to the often insidious nature of these qualities, which are not

simply by-products of the damsel in distress narrative as they were presented in this paper for the

sake of cohesion, but rather the result of a mindset which regards women as inherently lesser

than men.

16 “The Legend of Zelda,” Zelda Wiki.
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Figure 1. Metroid’s (1986) five completion-rate-dependent end screens.
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Figure 2. Metroid: Other M’s “authorization” system.

Figure 3. Adam authorizes Samus to activate her heat-resistant suit (Metroid: Other M).
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